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ABSTRACT 
Whilst imbuing robots and voice assistants with personality has 
been found to positively impact user experience, little is known 
about user perceptions of personality in purely text-based chat-
bots. In a within-subjects study, we asked N=34 participants to 
interact with three chatbots with diferent levels of Extraversion 
(extraverted, average, introverted), each over the course of four 
days. We systematically varied the chatbots’ responses to manip-
ulate Extraversion based on work in the psycholinguistics of hu-
man behaviour. Our results show that participants perceived the 
extraverted and average chatbots as such, whereas verbal cues 
transferred from human behaviour were insufcient to create an 
introverted chatbot. Whilst most participants preferred interact-
ing with the extraverted chatbot, participants engaged signifcantly 
more with the introverted chatbot as indicated by the users’ average 
number of written words. We discuss implications for researchers 
and practitioners on how to design chatbot personalities that can 
adapt to user preferences. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; 
Natural language interfaces. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
When we meet another person, we immediately and automati-
cally form an impression of their personality, which signifcantly 
infuences our future behaviour and expectations towards that 
person [75]. Likewise, conversational agents (CAs), such as voice 
assistants and chatbots, are perceived as social actors and, there-
fore, elicit similar personality judgements [81, 84, 99]. That is, users 

subconsciously assign CAs a personality regardless of whether 
this was intended by the conversation designer or not. Similar to 
human-human interaction, this personality assignment has been 
shown to infuence user trust [19, 133], afection [13, 14, 19, 82, 125], 
engagement [112, 133], self-disclosure [45, 133], and purchase be-
haviour [112]. However, despite their ubiquity, commercially avail-
able CAs have so far taken a one-size-fts-all approach, ignoring 
the potential benefts that deliberate personality manipulation and 
personalisation may bring. 

A reason for this could be that systematically imbuing CAs with 
personality is challenging [98]. For example, the Google Assistant 
developer guide suggests listing four to six key adjectives that de-
scribe the CA’s personality and then design dialogues based on 
characters that refect those adjectives1. This process does not give 
the developer any insights as to how the CA should behave to 
convey the intended personality adjectives. To address this chal-
lenge, previous eforts in research on how to manipulate robot and 
voice assistant personality have drawn from a plethora of work 
in psycholinguistics on the relationship between personality and 
non-verbal human behaviour cues, such as speech rate, gaze, and 
proximity (e.g. [8, 23, 82]). Whilst robots and voice assistants can 
leverage this myriad of non-verbal behaviour cues, little is known 
about whether verbal cues alone are sufcient to evoke the intended 
personality traits. Moreover, personality perceptions of CAs have 
been predominantly evaluated for short one-time interactions only. 
However, examining the attribution of personality after repeated 
use is particularly crucial as personality perceptions can change af-
ter prolonged contact [9] and personality adaptation of CAs seems 
primarily meaningful in the context of long-term interaction [102]. 

We embark on this research gap by presenting a systematic ma-
nipulation and evaluation of personality-imbued chatbots in the 
context of an app for stress tracking after repeated use. Because the 
relationship between perceptible behaviour cues and the person-
ality trait Extraversion is most pronounced [94], we manipulated 
three diferent levels of extraverted chatbots, introverted, average, 
and extraverted, by systematically varying the chatbots’ use of 
language. In a within-subjects study, we asked N=34 participants 
to converse with our three Telegram chatbots, each over the course 
of four days, in order to examine users’ perception of the chatbot 
personalities after repeated, prolonged use. We analysed partici-
pants’ subjective preferences and the number of words exchanged 
with the chatbots. Finally, we examined the relationship between 
the user’s personality and their chatbot personality preference. In 
summary, we address the following three research questions: 

RQ1 Can diferent levels of Extraversion be synthesised for solely 
text-based chatbots using verbal cues from human behaviour? 

1https://developers.google.com/assistant/conversation-design/create-a-persona, last 
accessed January 13, 2022 
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RQ2 Which level of Extraversion do users prefer after repeated use 
of the chatbots? 

RQ3 Does user personality infuence user preference for the chatbot 
personality? 

Our contribution is twofold: First, we present a set of verbal cues 
derived from psycholinguistic literature to induce diferent levels 
of Extraversion implemented in a chatbot app. Second, we present 
empirical fndings as to how the chatbots’ personalities infuence 
user preference and interaction behaviour. Our results show that 
participants perceived the extraverted and average chatbots as such, 
whereas verbal cues transferred from human behaviour were in-
sufcient to create a chatbot perceived as introverted. Whilst most 
participants preferred interacting with the extraverted chatbot, par-
ticipants engaged signifcantly more with the introverted chatbot, 
as indicated by the users’ average number of written words. These 
fndings provide much needed information to researchers and prac-
titioners on how to design chatbot personalities that can adapt to 
the user’s preference. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Below we summarise works on human personality and their mark-
ers in language, how to imbue conversational agents with person-
ality, how to adapt the conversational agent personality to the user, 
and conversational agents in the context of mental health care. 

2.1 Human Personality 
Human personality is defned by individual, consistent, and lasting 
patterns of behaviour, cognition, and emotions [77]. To formally 
describe personality, the Big Five model, also termed OCEAN or 
Five Factor theory, has emerged as the most prevalent paradigm in 
scientifc research [74]. The Big Five model comprises fve broad 
dimensions, which are composed of several sub-facets [30, 46, 75]: 

Openness refects a tendency to be imaginative, artistically in-
terested, creative, intellectually curious, and open-minded. Consci-
entiousness refects a tendency to be disciplined, orderly, dutiful, 
competent, ambitious, and cautious. Extraversion refects a tendency 
to be friendly, sociable, assertive, dynamic, adventurous, and cheer-
ful. Agreeableness refects a tendency to be trustful, genuine, helpful, 
modest, obliging, and cooperative. Neuroticism refects a tendency 
to be anxious, easily stressed, depressed, and emotionally unstable. 

Previous research has demonstrated that these traits are rela-
tively stable across diferent situations and cultures [35, 75], and 
change only moderately over a lifespan [26, 29]. The Big Five 
have also been leveraged in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
research to describe diferences in how CAs and robots express 
behaviour [81, 108, 117, 119, 124]. 

2.2 Personality Markers in Language 
People externalise their personality through observable behaviour. 
As personality is a latent and abstract construct, individuals can only 
infer a person’s personality traits from these perceptible behaviour 
cues [107, 120]. Behaviour cues that individuals consistently asso-
ciate with a particular personality disposition are termed personality 
markers [106]. These personality markers can be verbal (what is 
said, e.g. speech or written text) or non-verbal (how it is said, e.g. 

gestures, speech rate) [9]. In this paper, we focus on text-based 
chatbots for which only the verbal output can be manipulated. 

The relationship between human personality and language use 
has a longstanding tradition in psychology and linguistics, demon-
strating that language use greatly varies from person to person 
but is internally consistent and reliable [17, 24, 25, 38, 43, 80, 88, 
93, 94, 105, 106]. To identify personality markers, the relationship 
between individuals’ verbal output and their self-reported personal-
ity via standardised questionnaires was usually analysed by means 
of correlations [54, 94] or group comparisons [44]. For example, 
verbal personality markers were found for word use [44, 54, 94], 
phrases [44], and linguistic style [12, 43, 88] by examining written 
essays [44, 94], self-narratives [54], and text messages [55]. 

Most personality markers were found for the personality di-
mension Extraversion [106]. Extraverted people are characterised 
by a higher total verbal output; that is, they talk and write more 
than introverts [24, 25, 80, 93, 105]. Furthermore, people high in 
Extraversion tend to use an implicit and abstract speech style with 
a simple sentence structure, falling back upon a sparse vocabulary 
with highly frequent words [12, 38, 43, 88]. Conversely, introverted 
individuals tend to speak more explicitly, formally, and concretely, 
expressing themselves with complicated sentences and a rich vocab-
ulary of infrequent words [12, 38, 43, 88]. People’s level of Extraver-
sion is also refected in their choice of words [44, 54, 94]. Finally, 
extraverted individuals are more prone to use emojis containing 
hearts [123] or signifying happiness [73]. In this paper, we will 
leverage these personality markers to imbue chatbots with three 
diferent levels of Extraversion. 

2.3 Imbuing CAs with Personality 
HCI researchers have imitated the aforementioned behaviour cues 
associated with human personality to deliberately manipulate CA 
personality [41]. So far, the efect of systematic behaviour variations 
on personality impressions has mainly been researched for robots [6, 
8, 20, 102], virtual embodied agents [3, 7, 23, 27, 57, 61, 79, 128], and 
speech-based CAs such as voice assistants [19, 81, 83, 85, 89, 96]. 
These evaluations focused on manipulating non-verbal cues, such 
as gaze [8], gestures [20, 61], posture [57], proximity [23], and para-
verbal cues, such as speech rate and pitch [82]. Conversely, little 
attention was paid to whether personality in chatbots can manifest 
itself through verbal cues alone. 

Zhou et al. [133] created diferent chatbots by variations in verbal 
cues and evaluated them through simple keywords given by partic-
ipants. Shumanov and Johnson [112] successfully manipulated a 
chatbot’s choice of words to design an introverted and extraverted 
customer support chatbot. They performed a dichotomous manip-
ulation check by having experts and users classify the chatbots’ 
responses as either extra- or introverted. Ruane et al. [103] also 
manipulated the choice of words along with complementary ver-
bosity, thereby creating a chatbot that is both high in Extraversion 
and Agreeableness, and one that is low in these two dimensions. 
To evaluate the personality perception, they asked participants to 
openly describe the two chatbots’ personalities. 

Previous works compared two opposing versions of Extraver-
sion; however, it has not been evaluated how strongly extraverted 
they are perceived to be on a continuous scale. This evaluation 
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seems particularly important because prior work on robots [8] and 
voice interfaces [82] has shown that users prefer diferent levels 
of Extraversion in these agents based on their own personality. As 
the distribution of human personality traits is expected to follow a 
Gaussian curve in the population [78], we assume that an average 
shade of Extraversion in chatbots might be benefcial to the user. 

In this paper, we examine if three diferent levels of Extraversion 
can be created by adapting verbal cues in the chatbots’ responses. 
To this end, we not only collect open personality descriptions, but 
also evaluate the targeted manipulation by means of a standard 
personality questionnaire. Moreover, our work explores if these 
three levels of personality are indeed benefcial by examining user 
preferences for all three levels. 

2.4 Adapting CAs to the User 
Users’ personality perceptions determine their attitude and be-
haviour towards the CA [81]. Previous work has noted individual 
diferences in user preferences for CA personality [19, 65, 82, 122, 
125], with users tending to favour personalities that match their 
own [8, 82, 116], termed the similarity attraction efect [22, 82]. 

For chatbots, Völkel and Kaya [124] demonstrated that users 
high in Agreeableness preferred a highly agreeable chatbot but 
they did not detect a reversed relationship for low Agreeableness. 
Shumanov and Johnson [112] found out that a congruent level of 
Extraversion in user and chatbot personality had a positive impact 
on user engagement with the commerce chatbot and purchasing 
outcomes for interactions involving social gain. Echoing these fnd-
ings, Gnewuch et al. [45] showed that corresponding dominance 
levels in chatbot and user increased user self-disclosure of per-
sonal information during the conversation. Research on robots and 
speech-based CAs corroborates these fndings, in particular for 
the personality dimension Extraversion [8, 14, 82]. For example, 
extraverted users showed a preference for an extraverted voice user 
interface on a book buying website [82] as well as a virtual real 
estate agent engaging in social talk [14]. 

However, the efect of CA personalities on user preferences 
and behaviour has so far only been examined for one-time, short 
interactions, although user attitude will likely change with re-
peated use [125]. Hence, in this work, we examine user engagement, 
gauged by the number of words written by participants, and pref-
erence after four days of interacting with the chatbot. 

2.5 CAs for Mental Health Support 
We situated our personality-imbued chatbots in the context of a 
stress tracking and refection application due to the growing avail-
ability of CAs for health-related support [59, 72]. Using CAs for 
(mental) health support has circulated as an idea since ELIZA, the 
very frst psychotherapist chatbot [129], and recent enhancements 
in CA capabilities have sparked a new wave of research in the HCI 
community [11, 28, 68]. Despite severe consequences [91], more 
than 80% of people sufering from mental health conditions are 
without treatment [91] and lack qualifed mental health practition-
ers, creating a bottleneck in mental health care [11, 71]. Lately, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has aggravated the situation as the need for 
mental health service has increased rapidly and unexpectedly whilst 
therapist face-to-face meetings were often impossible [72, 90, 92]. 

In light of these shortcomings, CAs have the potential to open up 
new frontiers in mental health treatment [59, 64, 72, 115] as they 
ofer users help regardless of time and location, at low cost, and 
with less fear of being judged [15, 64, 69, 71]. Despite these advan-
tages, current “one-size-fts-all” mental health applications often 
fail, underlining the need for systems that are tailored to individ-
ual user needs to increase pertinence, user engagement, treatment 
adherence, and clinical efcacy [42, 50, 52, 62, 104, 110, 132]. How-
ever, personalisation of CAs in health care is still rare and often 
lacks a theoretical framework [60]. Hence, infusing CAs for health 
support with personality has been highlighted as an opportunity 
to improve user engagement [2] but to the best of our knowledge 
the relationship between user personality and preference for CA 
personality has not been investigated. 

3 CHATBOT DESIGN 
We designed three chatbots that exhibit diferent levels of Extraver-
sion (introverted, average, and extraverted) through targeted ma-
nipulation of their language. We situated the chatbots in a stress 
tracking and refection application and asked participants to inter-
act with the three chatbots for four days each (three days of tracking 
stress and the fourth day for feedback and refection). In this section, 
we frst describe the conversation fow between chatbot and user. 
We then point out how this conversation fow is realised for the 
three diferent chatbot versions to manipulate diferent personal-
ity perceptions. Finally, we briefy explain the implementation of 
the chatbots as a Telegram messaging bot. To ensure the chatbots’ 
functionality and comprehensibility, we pilot-tested the chatbots 
in several iterations. 

3.1 Conversation Flow 
To ensure that the three chatbots maintained their predefned per-
sonality, we followed a guided conversation approach (in contrast to 
an open conversation), with the respective questions and responses 
being purely script-based. Upon start, each chatbot welcomes the 
user, introduces itself, and explains the study procedure. After-
wards, the chatbot prompts the user to answer questions about 
their perceived stress following the Daily Inventory of Stressful 
Events (DISE) questionnaire [4], which we describe in the next 
subsection. On the following interaction days, we adopted an expe-
rience sampling approach, with the chatbot actively triggering the 
user daily via a push-notifcation to fll out the DISE questionnaire 
at a random point within a user-set time frame. If the user does 
not answer within two hours, then the chatbot sends a reminder. 
Thereby, we collect in situ self-reports of user stressors [118]. 

3.1.1 Daily Inventory of Stressful Events. The DISE was originally 
composed as a semi-structured interview instrument that combines 
participants’ subjective perception of the severity of a stressor 
and more objective criteria such as the type of threat (e.g. danger 
or disappointment) [4]. The inventory comprises seven stressor 
questions that ascertain the occurrence of stressful events across 
diferent life domains via yes/no answers (e.g. “Did you have an 
argument or disagreement with anyone since this time yesterday?”). 
For each afrmative stressor question, participants are probed with 
several follow-up questions: 
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(1) A series of open-ended probe questions that collect the par-
ticipant’s description of the stressful event (e.g. “What hap-
pened and what about it would most people consider stress-
ful?”) 

(2) A Likert scale question pertaining the perceived severity of 
the stressful event (“How stressful was this for you?”). 

(3) If the participant perceives the event as stressful, then they 
are presented with a list of seven Likert scale primary ap-
praisal questions as to which of their goals and values were 
at risk due to the stressor (e.g. “How much did it risk your 
physical health or safety?”). 

3.1.2 Feedback Report. On the fourth interaction day, the user does 
not answer any questions but the chatbot sends them a feedback 
report detailing the user’s perceived stressors and their severity as 
visualised by a bar and line chart, respectively. Furthermore, the 
chatbot performs a sentiment analysis on users’ responses to the 
open-ended probe questions, illustrated with another line chart. For 
each chart, the chatbot includes a brief explanation. If the user did 
not experience a stressful event on any of the days, then the chatbot 
points this out and discloses how it arrived at this conclusion. Fol-
lowing the report, the chatbot requests the user to refect on their 
perceived stress and asks for feedback on the report’s accuracy. 

3.1.3 Deviations from Ideal Conversation Flow. In the case where 
the user deviates from this ideal path of the conversation fow, the 
chatbot can fall back to several predefned responses to prompt the 
user to answer a question again (e.g. “Sorry, I didn’t understand 
you... Please answer the question above by using the buttons”). To 
ensure that participants answer the open-ended probe questions 
comprehensively, a minimum answer length of ten characters was 
stipulated, with the chatbot prompting the user to elaborate on 
their answer in case this minimum was not met. 

3.2 Personality Manipulation 
In line with previous research on behaviour cues associated with 
human personality, we systematically manipulated the chatbots’ 
language to imbue them with diferent human-like personalities. To 
this end, we frst wrote the conversation fow for the average chat-
bot as a baseline and then adapted the responses for the introverted 
and extraverted chatbots as described in the following. Figure 1 
illustrates extracts from the conversation as expressed in the three 
chatbots, whilst the complete conversation fows for all three chat-
bots can be found in the Supplementary Material. 

To allow participants to better distinguish and recall the three 
chatbots for the fnal evaluation, all chatbots introduce themselves 
by name. We chose female names for the chatbots (Emily, Diane, 
Isabel) because users are most familiar with female characters for 
conversational agents. As personality markers are partly dependent 
on gender [55], we only incorporate behaviour cues associated with 
high or low Extraversion for females or across genders. 

3.2.1 Average Chatbot. The average chatbot is designed to exhibit 
a medium level of Extraversion, which corresponds to the average 
Extraversion level in human populations [33, 113]. Little is known 
about the language use associated with an average level of Extraver-
sion because previous research usually demonstrates positive or 
negative correlations between verbal cues and Extraversion [54, 94]. 

Hence, this chatbot does not implement any cues associated with 
higher or lower levels of Extraversion and uses the original, un-
modifed DISE questions [4]. Furthermore, the average chatbot is 
friendly and polite but does not disclose any personal information 
about itself or react in any emotional way to the user. For presenting 
the user with their stress feedback, this chatbot uses neutral, grey 
charts and line charts with points as people who are average in 
terms of Extraversion were found to prefer line charts with points 
(vs line charts without points) [5]. 

3.2.2 Extraverted Chatbot. To imitate an extraverted personality, 
the extraverted chatbot is enthusiastic and expresses its delight to 
communicate with the user (e.g. “Perfecttt thanks so much for 
your answers, username! That’s all for today, I’ll talk to you tomor-
row. Already looking forward to it! ”). Due to an extravert’s socia-
ble nature, this chatbot mentions social interests such as meeting 
other chatbots [54, 131] and tends to jump from topic to topic [44]. 
To build a personal relationship with the user, this chatbot makes 
frequent use of the user’s name. On the other hand, the extraverted 
chatbot is also assertive and commanding as characteristic for ex-
traverted people [1] (e.g. “It will be best for you to look at it and 
think about your last few days.”). 

Due to extraverted people’s predisposition of being talkative 
and, thus, having a high total verbal output [37, 44, 55, 80], the ex-
traverted chatbot writes long text messages with a bigger number 
of words than its average and introverted counterparts. Further-
more, the extraverted chatbot’s language is informal and loose, for 
example, by using phrases such as “let’s catch up”, “take care”, or 
“Yeay” along with fllers such as “so” or “anyways” [37, 44]. As char-
acteristic for extraverted people, this chatbot draws on a narrow 
vocabulary with frequent words [37, 44] (e.g. “Now, think of the 
most stressful happening of this sort. Who was the person you 
didn’t wanna argue with?”). 

The extraverted chatbot uses many positively valenced words, 
such as “love”, “happy”, or “perfect” [44, 94, 131], refecting ex-
traverted people’s inclination to be optimistic. Furthermore, this 
chatbot repeatedly incorporates the phrase “looking forward 
to” [44], personal pronouns, in particular the frst person singu-
lar pronoun [44, 55] (e.g. “I see that your answer was very short... 
Could you tell me a little bit more, so I can better understand how 
you feel?”), and swear words such as “damn” [80] as informed by 
prior research. To enrich the chatbot’s communication with non-
verbal cues, we included emojis associated with high Extraversion, 
such as , , , , [73, 123]. Moreover, we manipulated the 
chatbot’s writing by integrating multiple exclamation marks (e.g. 
“Hi username!”) [44] and word expansions (e.g. “perfecttt”) [55]. 

Although not common practice in Psychology, we slightly modi-
fed single words and added subordinate clauses to the DISE ques-
tions to account for the diferent chatbot personalities. These mod-
ifcations were because we were interested in participants’ per-
ception of the chatbot personalities rather than stressor elicitation 
and because the DISE questionnaire was originally proposed as 
an interview guideline. In particular, the extraverted chatbot adds 
subordinate clauses, which increases the text length and adjusts 
the language to seem more engaged (e.g. “Since this time yesterday, 
did anything happen at work or school that would be stressful for 
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Figure 1: Excerpts from the conversation with the three chatbots for the introduction part (top), the DISE questionnaire (mid-
dle), and the feedback report (bottom) as expressed in the three chatbots (introverted left, average middle, extraverted right) to 
systematically imbue the chatbots with personality. Please note that for most messages, the introverted chatbot wrote fewer 
words than the average one but that sometimes the introverted chatbot’s formal language caused slightly longer messages. 
The complete conversation fow can be found in the Supplementary Material. 

most people? Of course, I mean other than what you’ve already 
mentioned. You don’t have to tell me anything twice ”). 

For sending the user feedback about their stress level, the ex-
traverted chatbot uses red-coloured charts in line with extraverts’ 
predilection for exciting colours [63]. Because it was found that 
extraverted people prefer line charts without points [5], a simple 
version was used for this chatbot. In contrast to the other two chat-
bots, this chatbot also showcases a visual metaphor in the form of 
coloured emojis to illustrate a summary of the user’s daily stress 
level, which was found to be enjoyed by extraverted people [109]. 

3.2.3 Introverted Chatbot. Conversely, the introverted chatbot is 
more reserved by disclosing only limited personal information 
and showing less emotional responses than the extraverted chat-
bot [44, 94]. Despite this, we let the introverted chatbot briefy intro-
duce itself in the frst message so as to convey interests associated 
with Introversion such as reading books. In line with introverted 
personalities [75], this chatbot introduces itself as being interested 
in psychology and reading books. 

Regarding the speech style, the introverted chatbot writes more 
formally (e.g. “hello”) and, thus, without word contractions (e.g. “I 

am” instead of “I’m”) [43, 44]. Moreover, it uses a broader vocab-
ulary with more infrequent words (e.g. “transpire”, “refect”, “dis-
pute”) [37, 38, 44]. This chatbot’s answers are shorter [24, 25, 37] 
and show a higher noun-to-verb ratio [37, 43] (e.g. “thanks for your 
participation in this study”). 

Due to the link between human personality and choice of 
words, the introverted chatbot is equipped with words related to 
achievement and work (e.g. “To achieve this, I will text you ev-
ery day.”) [131] and quantifers such as “a few” [44]. In contrast to 
the extraverted version, this chatbot does not adorn its messages 
with any emojis as we did not fnd a negative correlation between 
Extraversion and emojis that would have been meaningful in this 
context. 

We also slightly adjusted the DISE questions for the introverted 
chatbot. In particular, this chatbot employs a more infrequent, for-
mal vocabulary, such as “transpire” or “occur” instead of “happen”, 
“encounter” instead of “experience”, or “refect” instead of “think” 
(e.g. “What transpired and why did you decide not to get into an 
argument about it?”) [37, 44]. 

For providing the user with their feedback report, the introverted 
chatbot showcases blue-coloured feedback charts as introverts tend 
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to prefer calm colours that reduce excitement [63]. Similar to the 
extraverted chatbot, this chatbot also sends line charts without 
points [5]. Due to introverted people’s inclination to use goal-
oriented and efcient language [53], this chatbot asks the user 
to set goals after reading their feedback report. 

3.3 Implementation 
We developed the chatbots for the instant messaging application 
Telegram2 to support a platform-independent solution integrated 
in a messenger app familiar to the participants. In Telegram, bots 
appear just like users but are controlled by their developers via the 
secure HTTPS Bot API. The chatbots ran on university servers and 
answers were saved in a database. 

Supporting a smooth conversation, the chatbots used a combi-
nation of closed single-choice questions, implemented as inline 
keyboard buttons, and open questions. Based on the current state 
of the conversation fow (cf. Section 3.1), the chatbot selected the 
next text block or question from a dictionary that included all pre-
defned text elements for the respective chatbot version. For the 
feedback report, we automatically generated bar and line charts 
to illustrate participants’ stressors. In addition, we conducted a 
sentiment analysis on users’ free-text answers, using the Python 
Natural Language Toolkit VADER [16], which employs a simple 
lexicon-based sentiment model. 

4 RESEARCH DESIGN 
To examine (1) whether human personality markers in language 
can be used to imbue chatbots with diferent levels of Extraversion, 
(2) users’ preference for these diferent chatbot versions, and (3) the 
infuence of user personality on this preference, we conducted a 
within-groups feld study for 12 days. In particular, we asked N = 34 
participants to interact with the three chatbot versions once a day 
for four days each on their personal phones. We counterbalanced 
the order of the three chatbot versions using a Latin Square. 

4.1 Pre-Screening and Participant Recruitment 
We recruited participants using 3    Prolifc . To exclude language prof-
ciency and dialect as confounding factors, we only distributed our 
study among British English frst language speakers. 

Because one of the study’s goals is to examine the relationship 
between a user’s personality and their preference for a chatbot 
personality, we pre-screened participants to ensure variability in 
our sample’s self-reported Extraversion scores, which we collected 
via the corresponding twelve items in the established Big Five 
Inventory-2 questionnaire (BFI-2) [113]. Based on the mean pop-
ulation score in Extraversion of 3.23 (SD = 0.80) [113] on a scale 
from 1 (minimum) to 5 (maximum), we divided participants into 
three groups: introverted (M − 1SD: < 2.44), average (M ± 1SD: 
2.44 − 4.03), and extraverted (M + 1SD: > 4.03). We estimated the 
pre-screening survey to take three minutes and, thus, ofered £ 0.38 
as compensation. We randomly invited participants for each of the 
three groups to join our main study. Until all three groups consisted 

2https://telegram.org, last accessed January 13, 2022 
3https://www.prolifc.co/, last accessed January 13, 2022 

of at least ten participants, we recruited a total of N = 181 par-
ticipants. Notably, only few participants classifed as extraverted 
answered the pre-screening questionnaire. 

Upon invitation after the pre-screening questionnaire, N = 34 
participants (12 extraverted, 10 average, 12 introverted) joined the 
main study. Based on several pilot runs, we estimated participants 
to spend approximately 120 minutes on the main study, resulting 
in a compensation of £ 15.00. 

4.2 Procedure 
Participants started the study by completing an online question-
naire. Afterwards, they were directed to the Telegram chatbot. On 
the frst day of interaction with each chatbot, the chatbot intro-
duced itself and asked the participant to answer the DISE questions 
as outlined in Section 3.1. Participants were prompted with a push-
notifcation to answer the DISE questionnaire again on the second 
and third interaction days. On the fourth day, the chatbot showed 
participants their stress feedback report and sent a link to another 
online questionnaire in which participants rated the chatbot’s Ex-
traversion, its usability, and their desire to interact with it again. 
The procedure was then repeated for the other two chatbot versions. 
On the fnal (12th) day, participants completed a post-interaction 
questionnaire. Figure 2 shows an overview of our study design. 

4.3 Introduction Questionnaire 
In the frst questionnaire, participants were introduced to the study 
purpose and procedure as well as asked for their consent in line 
with our institution’s regulations. Henceforth, we collected partic-
ipants’ self-reported personality traits via the 15 items of the Big 
Five Inventory-2 questionnaire (BFI-2-XS) [114] and demographic 
information. To merge their data, participants were instructed to 
generate a personal ID, which was then ascertained in their interac-
tion with the Telegram chatbot and all subsequent questionnaires. 

4.4 Chatbot Interaction and Measurements 
Participants interacted with each of the three chatbot versions 
for four days as described in Section 3.1. Upon receiving their 
feedback report, the chatbot presented participants with a link to 
an online survey. In this online survey, participants were asked to 
describe their perception of the chatbot’s personality and rate their 
interaction desire as well as the chatbot’s usability. To ensure that 
participants completed the online evaluation survey, they received 
a code word, which was validated by the chatbot. 

4.4.1 Perceived Personality. First, we instructed participants to de-
scribe their impression of the chatbot’s personality in their own 
words in a free-text feld. By collecting participants’ open descrip-
tion before completing the questionnaire, we were interested in 
the salience of personality traits and diferences in perceptions that 
cannot be captured by means of a questionnaire [67, 126]. Second, 
we asked participants to indicate the chatbot’s level of Extraversion 
by flling out the twelve corresponding BFI-2 items [113]. 

4.4.2 Desire to Interact. To evaluate their interaction experience, 
participants were asked to indicate on a fve-point Likert scale how 
much they would like to interact with the respective chatbot again 
in the future. 

https://telegram.org
https://www.prolific.co/
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Figure 2: Research design: Participants interacted with the three personality-imbued chatbots for four days each (three days of 
tracking stress and the fourth day for feedback and refection). On the fourth day, participants evaluated the respective chatbot 
in an online questionnaire. Upon completing the study with all three chatbots, participants compared the three versions in a 
fnal questionnaire. 

4.4.3 Usability. To exclude diferences in usability as a confound-
ing factor in users’ preference for the three chatbot versions, we 
assessed the usability of the chatbots via the System Usability Scale 
(SUS) questionnaire [21]. As of today, there is no standardised instru-
ment for measuring chatbot usability and user experience [59, 111]. 
We decided on the SUS as it has been used previously to evaluate 
the usability of conversational agents [36, 56] and provides a fast 
and short assessment. 

4.5 Final Post-Interaction Questionnaire 
After participants had interacted with all three chatbot versions, 
we asked them to complete a fnal questionnaire. To refresh their 
memories about the chatbots they had interacted with earlier and 
allow comparison, we frst showed them a screenshot of each of the 
three chatbots’ welcome message. Afterwards, participants were 
instructed to rank the three chatbots according to which one they 
liked best. Finally, we asked participants to briefy describe the 
reasons for their decision in a free-text feld. 

4.6 Participants 
Our sample comprised N = 34 participants (70.6% self-identifed as 
female, 29.4% as male, none non-binary or self-described). Partici-
pants were between 19 and 59 years old (M = 32.71, SD = 10.54) 
and predominantly highly educated, with 67.7% having a university 
degree, 26.5% an A-level degree, and 5.9% a middle school degree. 
The majority of participants were employed full time (44.1%), part 
time (20.6%), or were students (23.5%), with the remaining partici-
pants being self-employed or retired (11.7%). 

The majority of participants (70.6%) had interacted with a chatbot 
before, although this interaction was rather rare (35.3% interact 
with chatbots once a year, 23.5% once a month, and 11.8% once a 
week). On a scale from 1 = very bad to 5 = very good, participants’ 
median previous experience with chatbots was neutral (20.6% of 
participants), with 23.5% of participants rating their experiences as 
good and 26.4% as (very) bad, respectively. 

5 RESULTS 

5.1 Usability of the Chatbots 
On a scale from 0 = low usability to 100 = high usability, all three 
chatbots achieved similarly high usability ratings on the SUS scale 
(extraverted chatbot: M = 80.81, SD = 12.79; average chatbot: M = 
79.71, SD = 14.77; introverted chatbot: M = 78.82, SD = 16.51). 
These scores represent “good” usability [10] and are comparable to 
results in similar health application chatbots [58]. Because the data 
were not normally distributed (W = 0.93, p < .001), we conducted 
a Friedman test, which did not yield any signifcant efect of the 
chatbot on the SUS 2 usability score (χ (2) = 0.98, p = .611). These 
results indicate that diferences in users’ preference for the chatbots 
are likely not caused by their usability. 

5.2 Personality Questionnaire Assessment 
In line with the BFI-2 personality questionnaire instructions [113], 
we calculated the mean Extraversion score for each of the three 
chatbots (scale from 1 = introverted to 5 = extraverted). As shown in 
Figure 3, participants perceived the extraverted chatbot on average 
as more extraverted (M = 4.01, SD = 0.54) than the average (M = 
3.41, SD = 0.72) and introverted chatbots (M = 3.32, SD = 0.62). 
For comparison, the population mean score for human Extraversion 
is 3.23 (SD = 0.80) [113]. Whilst the manipulation can be considered 
successful for the extraverted and average chatbots, the introverted 
chatbot was not perceived as introverted as expected. A repeated-
measures ANOVA supports these fndings (F (2, 66) = 16.23, p < 
.001, η2 = 0.33). Pairwise post-hoc tests using Bonferroni correction p
for p-value adjustment revealed signifcant diferences between the 
extraverted and introverted chatbots (p < .001, d = 1.18) and the 
extraverted and average chatbots (p < .001, d = 0.94), whereas 
there was no signifcant diference between the introverted and 
average chatbots (p = 1.00, d = −0.13). Despite not being perceived 
as introverted as intended, we continue to refer to the chatbot with 
the lowest level of Extraversion as the introverted chatbot as it 
was designed as such and for clarity. We will address alternative 
personality perceptions in the Discussion. 
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Figure 3: Participants’ perception of the three chatbots’ level of Extraversion using the BFI-2 personality questionnaire [113] 
(left) and desire to interact with the three chatbots again (right). 

Figure 4 illustrates that the items in the personality questionnaire 
difer with regard to the success of the personality manipulation. 
Whilst evaluation of the chatbots’ Extraversion was ordered as 
intended for the majority of the items, participants did not perceive 
a meaningful diference among the three chatbots for “has an as-
sertive personality”, “is less active than other people”, “fnds it hard to 
infuence people”, and “prefers to have others take charge”. 

Figure 4: Participants’ perception of the three chatbots’ level 
of Extraversion on the single items in the BFI-2 personality 
questionnaire. Items denoted by an “(R)” are reverse-keyed; 
that is, the score displayed for these items is the opposite of 
the original score to allow for easier comparison among the 
three chatbots. 

5.3 Open Personality Descriptors 
We collected participants’ open descriptions of the chatbots’ per-
sonalities in a free-text feld before they rated the chatbot on the 
personality questionnaire items. From these descriptions, we ex-
tracted mainly adjectives as commonly used in personality psychol-
ogy [34, 47, 87] and individual phrases characterising the chatbots’ 
personalities, which we henceforth refer to as descriptors. We ex-
cluded descriptors from the analysis that are over-evaluative (e.g. 
“great”), refer to demographics (e.g. “young”), or outline the lack of 
a characteristic (e.g. “less inquisitive”). 

Afterwards, we assigned each of the resulting 160 unique de-
scriptors to one of the Big Five dimensions and corresponding 
sub-clusters (cf. Table 1). For this mapping, we referred to Gold-
berg’s list of 339 personality adjectives [48], which constructed the 
basis of the Big Five model and was used in related work on con-
versational and embodied virtual agent personality [67, 126]. For 
example, participants described the extraverted chatbot as “cheer-
ful”, which belongs to the Big Five dimension Extraversion in the 
cluster Optimism [48]. 

For all descriptors not included in Goldberg’s list (62.5%), we 
systematically searched for synonyms as follows. We frst looked 
up the descriptor in the 4 Oxford English Dictionary  (OED), collect-
ing synonyms from the word’s defnition or thesaurus (33.1% of all 
160 unique descriptors). We then matched these synonyms with 
Goldberg’s list of personality adjectives [48]. For example, for par-
ticipant’s term “bubbly”, the OED provided the defnition “Of a 
person, or his or her personality, nature, etc.: vivacious, full of high 
spirits”.5 As “vivacious” is included in the cluster Spirit in high 
Extraversion, we also assigned “bubbly” to this cluster. In the case 
of multiple defnitions for a descriptor or synonyms that belong to 
diferent clusters, two authors extensively discussed the options 
and decided on the most likely interpretation (e.g. “upbeat” has 

4https://www.oed.com, last accessed January 13, 2022 
5https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/24083?redirectedFrom=bubbly, last accessed Janu-
ary 13, 2022 

https://www.oed.com
https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/24083?redirectedFrom=bubbly
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the synonyms “cheerful” and “optimistic”, which map the Extraver-
sion cluster Optimism, whereas another synonym, “vigorous”, maps 
the Extraversion cluster 6 Energy level ). For 6.3%, we did not fnd a 
synonym in the OED and instead turned to the synonym website 

7Thesaurus  following the same procedure as for the OED. 
Table 1 in the Appendix summarises participants’ descriptors, 

which were assigned to the Big Five dimensions. Please note that the 
counts refer to how often descriptors in one cluster were mentioned 
across all participants. That is, if one participant characterised the 
chatbot as extraverted with several descriptors, then each descriptor 
will add up individually as we found the number and variety of 
descriptors used for one trait more meaningful in the context of 
personality perceptions than how many participants included at 
least one descriptor for each dimension. As illustrated in Table 1, 
participants mentioned descriptors for high Extraversion 20 times 
for the extraverted chatbot, in particular highlighting its Optimism. 
In contrast, descriptors for high Extraversion were mentioned only 
four times for the introverted and ten times for the average chatbot. 
Notably, the majority of these descriptors refer to the chatbots’ 
Candour, which may have resulted from the average chatbot using 
less but more concrete and explicit words than the more verbose 
extraverted version. On the other hand, fve descriptors relating to 
low Extraversion were used for the introverted chatbot, primarily 
pointing out its Reserve, and four for the average one. 

Based on the categorisation of participants’ open descriptors into 
the Big Five personality traits, we calculated a personality dimen-
sion score for each chatbot by subtracting the number of low level 
descriptors from the number of high level descriptors (e.g. Extraver-
sion score for the introverted chatbot: 4 high level - 5 low level = -1). 
These scores are visualised in Figure 5. We used the biggest count 
(that is, 42 in Agreeableness for the extraverted chatbot) as maxi-
mum and minimum, respectively, for all dimensions. Prominently, 
the extraverted chatbot was perceived as more extraverted than the 
other chatbots, which were perceived as less diferent from one an-
other, underpinning the personality questionnaire results. However, 
the chatbots’ Agreeableness was most salient to participants, who 
particularly highlighted their Amiability. The reasons as to why the 
three chatbots were all perceived as rather agreeable difered. The 
extraverted chatbot was primarily perceived as natural (e.g. “infor-
mal”, “casual”, “relaxed”) and cooperative (“helpful”, “personable), 
whilst the Empathy cluster was emphasised for the average (“nice”, 
“kind”, “thoughtful”) and introverted (“understanding”, “thoughtful”, 
“sympathetic”, “kind”) chatbots. 

Conversely, attributes associated with high Conscientiousness 
were most noteworthy to participants for the introverted and aver-
age chatbots. Both chatbots were perceived as high in Efciency 
(e.g. “professional”, “straight to the point”) and the introverted 
chatbot’s “formal” demeanour was stressed (see Table 1). Whilst 
the extraverted and introverted chatbots were perceived as higher 
in Openness than the average chatbot due to their observed in-
quisitiveness and interest, descriptors falling into the Neuroticism 
dimension were barely mentioned. 

Some descriptors (14.4%) did not match any of the Big Five di-
mensions. Instead, we inductively grouped these descriptors into 

6https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/219826?rskey=AVnMMs&result=2, last accessed 
January 13, 2022
7https://www.thesaurus.com, last accessed January 13, 2022 

Figure 5: Based on participants’ open personality descrip-
tors and their assignment to the Big Five, we calculated a 
personality dimension score for each chatbot by subtracting 
the number of low pole descriptors from the number of high 
pole descriptors. 

two clusters. The frst cluster-pair Usable - Unusable comprises 
descriptors such as “informative” or “dysfunctional”, referring to 
the chatbots’ usability and task compliance. Positive evaluations 
of the chatbots’ usability were mentioned slightly more often for 
the introverted and average chatbots. The second cluster-pair com-
pares the chatbots’ perceived Humanness and Thingness, which we 
subsumed under Artifciality. Notably, Thingness emerged more fre-
quently for the average chatbot, as illustrated by descriptors such 
as “robotic”, “unnatural”, “clinical”, and “no personality”. Finally, 
8.8% of the descriptors could not be assigned to any of the afore-
mentioned dimensions and were included in an Others category 
(cf. Table 1). 

5.4 Preference to Interact with the Chatbots 
5.4.1 Desire to Interact with the Chatbots. After participants had 
used a chatbot for four days, we asked them in an online survey 
whether they would like to interact with this chatbot again in the 
future. Figure 3 shows participants’ evaluation of the three chat-
bots. On a scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree, 
participants expressed on average a greater desire to interact with 
the extraverted chatbot (Mdn = 4, M = 3.71, SD = 1.12) than 
with the introverted (Mdn = 4, M = 3.47, SD = 0.96) and average 
chatbots (Mdn = 3, M = 3.15, SD = 1.13). Because the data were 
not normally distributed (W = .900, p < .001), we conducted a 
Friedman test, which determined a signifcant efect of the chatbot 
on participants’ interaction desire ( 2χ (2) = 6.64, p = .0361). Pair-
wise Wilcoxon post-hoc tests using Bonferroni correction yielded 
a signifcant diference between the desire to interact with the ex-
traverted and the average chatbots (p = .046, r = 0.42) but not 
between the other two pairs (extraverted vs introverted: p = .813, 
r = 0.25; introverted vs average: p = .202, r = 0.25). 

https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/219826?rskey=AVnMMs&result=2
https://www.thesaurus.com
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Figure 6: Participants’ fnal ranking of the three chatbots ac-
cording to which one they liked best after interacting with 
all three chatbots for four days each. 

5.4.2 Ranking of the Chatbots. Participants’ preference for the 
three chatbot versions is also refected in their fnal ranking after 
they had interacted with all three chatbots. As shown in Figure 6, 
the extraverted chatbot was overall ranked as frst choice by 61.8% 
of participants, whereas the introverted chatbot was ranked second 
place by the majority of participants (55.9%) and the average chatbot 
third place (55.9%). We performed a Friedman test on the rankings 
and found a signifcant diference between the rankings ( 2χ (2) = 
11.12, p = .004). Conducting Wilcoxon signed-rank tests as post-hoc 
tests with Holm correction applied, we found that the extraverted 
chatbot was signifcantly more preferred over both the introverted 
(p = .048, r = 0.39) and the average chatbot (p = .010, r = 0.50). 
However, there was no diference between the introverted and 
average chatbots (p = .226, r = 0.19). 

5.5 Reasons for Ranking the Chatbots 
After ranking the chatbots, we asked participants to briefy describe 
the reasons for their rankings. We then inductively coded and 
clustered these reasons. 

5.5.1 Reasons for Ranking the Extraverted Chatbot. Of the 21 partic-
ipants who ranked the extraverted chatbot frst, 14 gave as reason 
for their ranking that this chatbot was “the friendliest” (e.g. P4). 
Participants appreciated the use of emojis (P3, P11, P18, P31), its 
humanness (P3, P4, P6, P12), which felt “closer to speaking to a real 
person” (P4), and that the chatbot disclosed more information about 
itself (P22). Moreover, participants highlighted that the extraverted 
chatbot was “enthuasiastic” (P7, P15), “informal” (P12, P30), “happy” 
(P1), “chatty” (P3), “warm” (P7), “fun” (P15), “interesting” (P23), 
“pleasant to talk to” (P33), “more on the level” (P34), “supportive”, 
and “seemed like she genuinely cared more” (P24), which “feels 
more like a friendship with someone who checks in on you” (P1). 

On the other hand, participants who did not rank the extraverted 
chatbot frst stressed that they did not like the chatbot’s emoji use 
(P8, P19, P26, P27), with participants fnding the chatbot “too in-
formal” or “casual” (P26, P27, P32), “overfamiliar” (P19, P32), or 

“unprofessional” (P32). Moreover, participants criticised the chat-
bot for being “annoying” (P5, P8, P17, P26), “over-friendly” (P10), 
“too young” (P8), “trying to be cool” (P9), or being “excessively 
enthusiastic” (P26). 

5.5.2 Reasons for Ranking the Average Chatbot. Of the seven partic-
ipants who found the average chatbot to be the best, three cited the 
friendliness of this bot as the reason. Two participants emphasised 
that the chatbot was “straightforward” (P17, P32). Furthermore, par-
ticipants enjoyed the chatbot being “supportive” (P8), “engaging” 
(P17), “professional” (P26), “inquisitive” (P28), “to the point” (P32), 
and highlighted its “plain” language (P9). 

Conversely, participants who did not rank this chatbot frst 
particularly pointed to the chatbot’s artifciality, describing it as 
“robotic” (P12, P20, P34), “mechanic” (P6, P7), “cold” (P7, P20), “clini-
cal” (P34), “impersonal” (P7), “black and white” (P15), “generic” (P6), 
“neutral” (P15), and without “much personality” (P33). Furthermore, 
participants criticised that the chatbot was “not fun” (P3), “not lik-
able” (P3), “distant” (P10), “focused” (P12, P14), “unfriendly” (P10, 
P23), “uninterested” (P23), and “unprofessional” (P23), and did not 
“give any information about herself” (P7, P13). 

5.5.3 Reasons for Ranking the Introverted Chatbot. Six participants 
placed the introverted chatbot frst. Two participants found the chat-
bot “friendly” (P10, P19) whilst also being “professional” (P10, P29) 
and “informative” (P19, P27). Moreover, participants highlighted 
that the chatbot was “studious” and “knowledgeable” (P25), used 
a “clear language” (P27), and provided appropriate “information 
about herself” (P13). P29 liked “the personality coming through 
whilst remaining professional”. 

However, some participants did not like these characteristics but 
found the introverted chatbot too “formal” (P26), “serious” (P12), 
“annoying” (P5, P9), “overbearing” (P21), “boring” (P26), “not easy to 
react to” (P8), and “complicated” (P17, P26), describing it as neither 
“fun” (P3), “likable” (P3), “friendly” (P26) nor “approachable” (P21). 
P34 compared the chatbot to Microsoft Clippy and P22 would have 
liked to read more information about the chatbot. 

5.6 Engagement with the Chatbots 
Apart from participants’ subjective rating of the three chatbots, we 
also analysed the total number of words in participants’ free-text 
responses in order to gauge user engagement. We chose this metric 
as it has been used in comparable previous work on user-chatbot 
interaction [51, 66, 130], indicating that engaged users are more 
willing to write longer responses [130]. 

We frst inspected how many stressors participants experienced 
during the use of each chatbot (i.e. number of positively answered 
stressor questions). From a total of 21 possible stressors per chatbot 
per participant (3 days × 7 stressor questions), participants afrmed 
on average M = 1.61 questions (SD = 1.12) to the extraverted chat-
bot, M = 1.64 questions (SD = 1.14) to the average chatbot, and 
M = 1.61 questions (SD = 1.12) to the introverted chatbot. Thus, 
participants responded equally frequent to the stressor questions re-
gardless the chatbot version (F (2, 64) = 0.01, p = .990, 2  η < 0.p 001).
Thus, with this analysis, we can rule out the possibility that any 
efects reported below would be due to participants systematically 
answering more questions for certain chatbot versions. 
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Figure 7: Participants’ average word count to describe a sin-
gle stressor in the interaction with the three chatbots. 

Based on this fnding, we explored whether the amount of text 
that participants wrote in response to the chatbots’ open-ended 
questions (i.e. the number of words to describe the stressor) varied 
depending on the Extraversion level of the respective chatbots. To 
do so, we concatenated participants’ answers for all probe questions 
belonging to a stressor question. As a reminder, for a positively 
answered stressor question (a stressor), the participants were asked 
to describe this stressor by responding to several probe questions. 
Because the total number of words a participant writes to a chatbot 
is dependent on the number of stressor questions answered, we frst 
computed the mean number of words a participant has used over 
all positively answered stressor questions per day. Afterwards, we 
calculated how many words participants wrote on average to each 
chatbot to describe a stressor over the duration of the three stress 
tracking days. Please note that we did not exclude stop words from 
our word count analysis as we were interested in the total number 
of words independent of their meaningfulness. In particular, we 
expected that participants use more words, including meaningless 
fllers, to converse with the verbose extraverted chatbot as people 
are known to match their interlocutor’s language style [86]. 

To account for missing values because not all participants re-
ported stressors every day, we ran a linear mixed model (random-
intercept-fxed-slope) to investigate whether the word count de-
pended on the respective chatbot version (n = 83 observations 
nested in 33 participants; that is, one participant did not experience 
any stressors over the 12 interaction days). The chatbot version 
was dummy-coded and the average version served as the reference 
category. The estimated word count for answering the average 
chatbot’s probe questions was M = 36.33 per stressor (cf. Figure 7). 
Comparing the extraverted to the average chatbot, participants, on 
average, did not signifcantly use more words (b = 8.53, SEb = 4.98, 
t(55.46) = 1.71, p = .093). However, when contrasting the intro-
verted to the average chatbot, participants’ word count increase 
was signifcant (b = 16.11, SEb = 4.96, t(54.27) = 3.25, p = .002). A 
comprehensive results table with all model estimators can be found 
in the Supplementary Material. 

Figure 8: Spearman correlations between participants’ own 
personality traits (OCEAN) and their desire to interact with 
the diferent chatbot versions. The colour of the squares in-
dicates the height and direction of the correlations. 

5.7 Relationship between User Personality and 
Desire to Interact with the Chatbots 

In a next step, we explored if the participants’ own personality was 
related to their preference for diferent chatbot versions. We de-
scriptively calculated Spearman correlations between participants’ 
Big Five traits (for each dimension) and their desire to interact 
with the three chatbots (see Figure 8). In the majority of cases, we 
found no or only very small correlations, with the exception of two 
small to medium correlations: more conscientious participants had 
on average a greater desire to interact with the average chatbot 
(r = 0.24) and more agreeable participants had on average a greater 
desire to interact with the introverted chatbot (r = 0.25). To account 
for the repeated measures structure in our data, we ran a linear 
mixed model (random-intercept-fxed-slope) to explore whether 
participants’ desire to interact with the chatbots was related to their 
own Big Five personality traits. However, we could not fnd any 
signifcant efect of participants’ traits on their desire to interact (all 
p > .05). A comprehensive results table with all model estimators 
can be found in the Supplementary Material. 

6 LIMITATIONS 
Our data, method, and fndings are limited in several ways and 
should be understood with these limitations in mind. Although 
our within-subjects design had the advantage to parallelise person-
specifc confounding variables, it might have fostered contrast ef-
fects in participants’ Extraversion perception between the chatbot 
versions. If users are only presented with a single chatbot version 
(e.g. corresponding to their own personality), then their perception 
of the chatbot’s personality may difer [67]. In addition, the fact 
that participants were repeatedly presented with the same ques-
tions may have caused response fatigue and biases over time (e.g. 
personality inventory items, DISE questions). 

Other limitations of our study relate to the sample. First, due 
to our strict recruiting criteria, we were only able to capture a 
relatively small sample of 34 participants. A sensitivity power anal-
ysis 2 revealed a minimum detectable efect size of  ηp = 0.05 (with 
1 − β = .85, α = .05). In other words, with our sample we could fnd 
at most medium efects, but no small efects, which are quite com-
mon in psychological research contexts [101]. Second, our sample 
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was highly educated and restricted to British English frst language 
speakers. Thus, socio-demographic or cultural efects could pose a 
problem for generalising results to other populations. 

Finally, due to the innovative nature of our project, we considered 
the formulation of guiding research questions more adequate than 
following concrete hypotheses. We would therefore like to point 
out to the reader that future work is needed to replicate our results 
and take an in-depth look into the discovered efects. 

7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 RQ1: Manipulating Chatbot Personality 
Paying tribute to the continuous rather than dichotomous nature 
of personality traits, we intended to manipulate three levels of Ex-
traversion and evaluated the full range of participants’ perceptions 
using a standardised personality inventory and open descriptions. 

7.1.1 Reflections on Synthesising Extraversion. Whilst the person-
ality manipulation can be considered successful for the extraverted 
chatbot, transferring verbal cues from human behaviour was not 
sufcient to create a truly introverted chatbot. Our fndings demon-
strate that it is difcult to diferentiate between diferent levels on 
the lower end of the Extraversion spectrum by means of verbal cues 
alone. This result is evident by the perceived similarity of the intro-
verted and average profles and the diference to the extraverted one, 
both in the inventory results and the open personality descriptions. 

Although participants identifed the behaviour cues as intended 
for the introverted chatbot (e.g. formal language, conciseness), these 
characteristics were attributed to the chatbot’s Conscientiousness 
instead of Introversion, which was also observed in the open per-
sonality descriptions by Ruane et al. [103]. A reason why lower 
levels of Extraversion were difcult to synthesise could be that we 
kept several interaction variables constant across the three chatbots, 
such as the number of interactions and notifcations. In particular, a 
“truly introverted chatbot” might not prompt the user to fll out the 
daily questionnaire but only reacts if the user initiates the conver-
sation. Future work should evaluate the efect of these interaction 
cues on personality perception; however, conversation designers 
then have to make a trade-of between personality perception and 
the application’s task description; that is, for example, completing 
a daily questionnaire. 

Albeit the problem of manipulating extreme expressions of 
personality in CAs has also been acknowledged for voice inter-
faces [82, 125] and embodied virtual agents [67], replenishing agent 
behaviour with non-verbal cues is likely to mitigate the efects. Be-
cause non-verbal behaviour tends to eclipse verbal cues [9], person-
ality markers, such as avoiding gaze or talking quietly, are probably 
more powerful to convey Introversion. As personality traits were 
found to be associated with the use of emojis [73, 123], which are 
commonly used as a surrogate for non-verbal cues in text messag-
ing [127], future work could also examine the relationship between 
the perception of low level traits in chatbots and their emoji usage. 

7.1.2 Reflections on Perceived Personalities. Taking together the 
results from the Extraversion inventory and participants’ open 
descriptions, we refect on the three chatbots’ personalities as per-
ceived by our participants using the Big Five. 

Participants perceived the extraverted chatbot as such in the 
inventory and highlighted its cheerful, upbeat nature and its enthu-
siastic spirits. The most salient characteristics for participants were 
on the Agreeableness dimension, stressing the friendliness, coop-
eration, and casual demeanour. Furthermore, participants noted 
its interest (high Openness) whilst the chatbot’s levels of Consci-
entiousness and Neuroticism were impertinent. Summing up, this 
chatbot was perceived as agreeable, extraverted, and open. 

The average chatbot was rated as having average Extraversion 
levels, primarily manifested through its assertive and direct attitude. 
Most salient to participants was the chatbot’s high Conscientious-
ness epitomised through being very straight to the point, focused, 
and formal. Whilst some participants highlighted its friendly, kind, 
and helpful demeanour (high Agreeableness), others perceived it 
as cold and impersonal. In contrast, its Openness and Neuroticism 
were rather inconspicuous to participants. Moreover, this chatbot 
was often discerned as unnatural and robotic although a human 
with an average level of Extraversion is less likely to be perceived 
as such. An average level in a personality dimension is most likely 
achieved if no characteristics on this dimension are salient to the 
rater (e.g. in the Big Five Inventory, a rater receives an average 
rating by always choosing the middle answer option “neutral; no 
opinion”). Therefore, it is more likely that the chatbot’s efciency 
and lack of disclosing personal information caused the perception 
of being artifcial. Summing up, this chatbot was perceived as con-
scientious, agreeable, artifcial, and averagely extraverted. 

Participants also ascribed average Extraversion levels to the 
introverted chatbot, with its reverse and detached attitude being 
mentioned in the open personality descriptions. The most salient 
characteristic was again Conscientiousness due to its formal, pro-
fessional, straight to the point, focused, and persistent behaviour. 
Apart from its friendliness and helpfulness, participants highlighted 
this chatbot’s empathic, understanding, and helpful demeanour on 
the Agreeableness dimension. Furthermore, this chatbot is also 
perceived as interested (high Openness), whilst few participants 
noticed a matter-of-fact demeanour (low Neuroticism). Summing 
up, this chatbot was perceived as conscientious, agreeable, open, 
and averagely extraverted. 

7.2 RQ2: The Efect of Chatbot Personality on 
Preference and Behaviour 

Our results signify that the perceived personality of a chatbot has 
an efect on user preferences and interaction behaviour, which we 
describe in this subsection. 

7.2.1 Users Enjoy Interacting with Human-like Personalities. Al-
though consumer reports and previous research have indicated 
that users enjoy interacting with CAs with human-like personal-
ities [32, 121], there has been scepticism around the benefts this 
type of naturalness may produce [40] given that today’s CAs often 
fall short of users’ expectations [32, 70, 97, 100]. Our fndings in-
dicate that the majority of participants seems to enjoy interacting 
with a chatbot that exhibits a human-like personality in the con-
text of a daily stress tracker, thereby supporting assumptions in 
previous work [39]. Several participants explicitly highlighted in 
the reasons for their ranking that with the extraverted chatbot it 
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felt more like talking to an actual human, whereas the robotic and 
mechanic nature of the average chatbot was criticised. 

In contrast to their ranking, our word count analysis showed 
that participants wrote signifcantly more text when talking to the 
introverted chatbot than when chatting with the average chatbot. 
This diference is particularly surprising, given that the chatbots’ 
personality profles were quite similar, both in the BFI-2 question-
naire and participants’ open descriptions. The latter points to a 
diference in participants’ perception of the chatbots’ humanness, 
with the average chatbot being assigned several characteristics 
highlighting its artifciality. Hence, the chatbots’ perceived human-
ness may determine not only subjective preferences for chatbot 
personality but also lexical choices, thereby echoing recent work 
by Doyle et al. [39] on dimensions of partner models for speech 
user interfaces. 

7.2.2 The Role of Agreeableness in Personality Preference. Openly 
describing the chatbots’ personality before completing the person-
ality inventory allowed participants to mention those traits that 
they perceive as most salient and noteworthy [67]. For our chat-
bots, the predominant traits were clearly Agreeableness for the 
extraverted chatbot and Agreeableness and Conscientiousness for 
the average and introverted ones, confrming previous fndings 
on open personality descriptions for chatbots [133], voice assis-
tants [126], and virtual embodied agents [67]. As Extraversion and 
Agreeableness are also inter-correlated in human personality [49] 
due to their predisposition for social relationships and for sharing 
similar personality markers [80, 94], participants’ perception of 
Agreeableness in particularly for the extraverted chatbot was to be 
expected. Hence, in line with prior work [67, 79], manipulating a 
single personality dimension might not be possible but, similar to 
human personality, personality manifestations have to be consid-
ered as multi-dimensional construct. CA developers should keep 
this in mind when designing and evaluating their CAs to ensure 
that the manipulation of one dimension does not have unintended 
consequences on another one. 

Participants’ reasons for ranking the chatbots corroborate the 
importance of Agreeableness with the extraverted chatbot’s friendli-
ness being repeatedly singled out by participants. Users’ preference 
for Agreeableness in voice assistants [19] and chatbots [124] has 
been highlighted before. A reason for this preference could be that 
Agreeableness and Extraversion are particularly meaningful in in-
terpersonal interaction [76, 83], which is relevant as users perceive 
CAs as helpful assistants [122]. Future work should examine the 
infuence of these two personality traits more closely by untan-
gling whether users’ preference for this chatbot is caused by the 
perceived Extraversion, Agreeableness, or their interplay. 

7.2.3 The Role of Introversion in User Interaction. Whilst our results 
show a subjective preference for the extraverted chatbot, partic-
ipants disclosed more words to the introverted chatbot, thereby 
shedding further light on the impact of chatbot personality on user 
behaviour. Notably, Ruane et al. [103] found a similar efect, as 
participants subjectively preferred an extraverted and agreeable 
chatbot but had longer interaction times with the introverted, less 
agreeable one. This fnding is surprising since previous work has 
shown that users tend to align their language to their artifcial 
interlocutor [18, 31]. A reason for this reversed efect could be that 

participants took the introverted chatbot more seriously due to its 
professional and formal behaviour, thus putting more efort into the 
answer. Another explanation could be that the interaction with the 
extraverted chatbot was overall longer due to its verbosity so that 
participants felt less motivated to write long answers. Future work 
should examine if the chatbot’s personality does not only infuence 
the number of words written but also the response quality. 

In summary, our results underline the signifcance of human-
ness, Agreeableness, and Extraversion in the context of designing 
chatbot personalities. In contrast to human personality, for which 
Extraversion stands out as having the closest link to observable be-
haviour [94], our fndings emphasise the salience of Agreeableness, 
supporting prior work on identifying speech-based CA personal-
ity dimensions [126]. This adds much-needed information as to 
which personality traits CA designers should consider based on the 
application’s goal when developing CA personalities. 

7.3 RQ3: Individual Diferences in Personality 
Preferences 

Participants’ rankings of the chatbots showed that the majority of 
participants preferred the extraverted chatbot. Participants’ reasons, 
however, revealed that those characteristics of the extraverted chat-
bot that the participants who ranked this chatbot as their favourite 
particularly emphasise are precisely the reasons why the other 
participants rejected it. For example, the chatbot’s “informal” and 
“friendly” nature were praised by some but described as “too infor-
mal” and “over-friendly” by others. 

Despite these clear individual preferences, our results do not sig-
nify that this diference is caused by participants’ own personality 
in contrast to previous work which found a similarity attraction 
efect between user Extraversion and preference for personalities 
of CAs [19, 82] or robots [8]. One possible reason for this lack of 
an efect could be our small sample. However, previous work also 
suggests that the similarity attraction relationship in human-agent 
interaction is a complex phenomenon. For example, Andrist et al. 
[8] only found a similarity attraction efect for introverted partici-
pants and their subjective preference for an introverted robot, none 
for extraverted participants. Potentially, the lack of an efect could 
also stem from the introverted chatbot not being perceived as in-
troverted. Nass and Lee [82] showed a similarity attraction efect 
between user Extraversion and their preference for an extraverted 
voice but no similar efect for extraverted text. 

Hence, our work has highlighted the advantage of including 
qualitative reasons for users’ preferences to better understand indi-
vidual needs. Although we could not fnd a relationship between 
participants’ Extraversion and their preference for the average 
chatbot as expected, it was the favourite chatbot for 20.6% of par-
ticipants. These results underline that users prefer diferent levels 
of Extraversion in chatbots. Future work should investigate more 
closely which user characteristics beyond personality (e.g. demo-
graphics or afnity for technology) are of prime importance for 
their preferences. In the case where only one version can be built, 
our fndings suggest that the majority of participants fnd the ex-
traverted chatbot most appealing for a stress tracking scenario. 
However, future work should examine if participants prefer other 
chatbot personalities in diferent contexts. 
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7.4 Refections on CA Personality Assessment 
As discussed before, the perception of a chatbot’s artifciality seems 
to be detrimental to participants’ subjective preference and engage-
ment. However, these diferences in humanness would not have 
been possible to decipher by means of a human personality ques-
tionnaire alone. The use of terms referring to the artifciality of a CA 
when openly asked to describe their personality has been observed 
in several studies [67, 95, 126, 133]. The importance of artifciality 
to characterise a CA personality has also been highlighted in our 
prior work on personality dimensions for voice assistants, which 
brought to light a personality dimension of Artifciality [126]. Simi-
larly, Doyle et al. [39] identifed human-likeness as a key dimension 
for users’ partner models for speech agents. 

The inadequacy of using human personality questionnaires for 
evaluating conversational agent personality is not only apparent 
in the lack of a dimension of perceived artifciality but also in 
some of the single personality questionnaire items, which were 
answered similarly across all three chatbots. Notably, some of these 
items for which participants did not perceive any diference state 
comparisons with humans, e.g. “is less active than other people”. 
Albeit inventories are useful in collecting personality impressions, 
in particular because they allow for fast comparisons [67], our 
results suggest that the appropriateness of the items’ phrasing 
should be reexamined for artifcial agents. 

In line with work on speech-based CA personalities [126], our 
fndings indicate that the human Big Five model and corresponding 
questionnaires are likely not sufcient to paint a complete picture of 
text-based CA personalities. This insight further highlights the need 
for dedicated CA personality assessment tools. Our study has re-
vealed insights into the advantage of open personality descriptions 
for examining the most salient personality traits in chatbots. On the 
other hand, dedicated inventories allow capturing the full range of 
perceived personality dimensions and foster a quick comparison of 
diferent agents. A possible next step towards this goal could be a 
continuation of our prior work on CA personality dimensions [126] 
by using our identifed CA personality adjectives to adapt human 
personality questionnaires, which then have to be validated. 

8 CONCLUSION 
Whilst previous work on robots and voice assistants has emphasised 
the positive impact of certain personalities on the user experience, 
little has been known about personality perception of purely text-
based chatbots. To address this gap, we contribute (1) a set of verbal 
cues derived from psycholinguistic literature to induce diferent 
levels of Extraversion implemented in a chatbot app and (2) a sys-
tematic empirical analysis of N=34 participants evaluating these 
chatbot personalities after interacting with them for four days each. 

Our results show that participants perceived the extraverted and 
average chatbots as such, whereas verbal cues transferred from 
human behaviour were insufcient to create an introverted chatbot. 
Furthermore, our fndings shed light on the salience of Agreeable-
ness, Extraversion, and artifciality in chatbots for user preferences 
and engagement, thereby providing much-needed knowledge to 
CA designers regarding the personality traits on which to focus. 

In a wider view, our study underlines the vision of imbuing CAs 
with diferent human-like personalities that can then be adapted to 

individual preferences to improve the overall interaction experience. 
However, future work in examining user characteristics is essential 
to better determine their preference for a particular CA personality. 
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A APPENDIX 

Table 1: Participants’ open personality descriptors for the three chatbots were mapped to the Big Five dimensions (high and low 
levels) and their subclusters. Please note that descriptors were reproduced in participants’ own words but were partly assigned 
to the clusters based on synonyms. The counts refer to the number of times descriptors for this cluster were mentioned, 
independent of whether they were uttered by the same participant. 

Introverted Chatbot Average Chatbot Extraverted Chatbot 

Level Cluster Descriptors # Descriptors # Descriptors # 

 
O
pe
nn

es
s

high 

Creativity 0 0 modern 1 
Curiosity inquisitive, interested 7 nosy, interested 2 inquisitive, enquiring, interested 6 
Insight perceptive, knowledgeable 2 
Intelligence intelligent 1 clever 

0 
1 

perceptive 
clever 

1 
1 

 
Co

ns
ci
en
tio

us
ne
ss

high 

Dignity 
Persistence 
Predictability 
Efciency 

Organisation 
Precision 
Punctuality 
Decisiveness 
Dependability 
Logic 

formal 
persistent, thorough, in-depth 
consistent 
professional, concise, straight to the 
point 

factual, focused, accurate 
speedy 
strong 
reliable 
logical, analytical 

6 
3 
1 
7 

0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 

formal 
persistent 

straight to the point, efcient, profes-
sional, succinct, efective 
organised 
accurate, focused 
quick 

3 
2 
0 
12 

1 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 

formal 
thorough 
consistent 

1 
1 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

low 
Disorganisation 
Negligence 

0 
0 uncaring 

0 
1 

ditzy 
unprofessional 

1 
1 

Ex
tr
av
er
si
on

 

high 

Assertion 
Candour 
Expressiveness 
Gregariousness 
Optimism 
Spirit 
Spontaneity 
Talkativeness 
Humour 
Bossiness 

direct 

upbeat, positive 

demanding 

0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

assertive 
open, straightfoward, direct 

talkative 
funny 

3 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 

assertive, afrmative 
open 
communicative 
sociable, outgoing 
happy, upbeat, cheerful 
enthusiastic, overenthusiastic, bubbly 
spontaneous 
chatty 

2 
2 
1 
2 
7 
3 
1 
2 
0 
0 

low 
Reserve 
Silence 
Inhibition 

detached, neutral 

measured 

4 
0 
1 

neutral 
calm 

2 
2 
0 

0 
0 
0 

A
gr
ee
ab
le
ne
ss

 

high 

Amiability 
Cooperation 
Empathy 

Generosity 
Morality 
Naturalness 
Warmth 
Courteous 

friendly, lovely 
helpful, sensible 
understanding, 
thetic, kind 
polite 
honest 

sensitive, caring 
attentive 

thoughtful, sympa-

6 
3 
5 

1 
1 
0 
3 
1 

friendly, approachable, inofensive 
helpful, supportive 
nice, kind, thoughtful 

fair 

8 
3 
8 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

friendly, over-friendly, lovely 
helpful, personable 
trusting, kind 

polite 
genuine 
informal, casual, relaxed, over-familiar 
caring 

22 
8 
2 

2 
1 
6 
2 
0 

low 

Irritability 
Callousness 
Surliness 
Unfriendliness 

impersonal, cold 
blunt 
unfriendly 

0 
2 
1 
1 

cold, impersonal 
blunt 
unfriendly 

0 
4 
1 
2 

kooky 1 
0 
0 
0 

 
eu
r.

N

high Intrusiveness 0 invasive 1 0 

low Placidity matter of fact 3 matter of fact 2 emotionless 1 

A
rt
if.

 

high Thingness unnatural, automated, robotic 4 robotic, automated, clinical, no person-
ality, generic, unnatural 

10 unnatural, robotic, automated 3 

low Humanness human-like 1 relatable 1 0 

 
ab
ili
ty

U
s

high Usable easy to understand, informative, respon-
sive, reactive 

4 responsive, intuitive 3 informative 1 

low Unusable dysfunctional 1 0 repetitive 1 

O
th
er
s un-engaging 1 black and white, inclusive, inviting, not 

understand emotional side of how I was 
feeling, gets one thinking, objective, re-
assuring 

7 engaging, firty, trying to be cool, gave 
more in-depth information about her-
self 

4 
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